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The best MPEG Converter designed for Video fans.

MPEG Converter is a professional MPEG Video Converter which can convert almost any
kind of video formats to MPEG file, such as AVI, WMV, ASF, 3GP, MOV, VOB, MPG/MPEG2,
and FLV (Flash Video), etc. Not only an MPEG Converter, iOrgSoft MPEG Converter is also a
versatile video editing tool. It lets you trim any splendid clips or episodes of your favorite
videos, crop the unwanted black edges of video, apply video effects, and capture pictures
from your video.

MPEG Converter lets you set video and audio parameters including video resolution, frame
rate, encoder, bit rate, and audio sample rate, channel, encoder, bit rate, and volume so that
you can get the best video quality. It enables you to set the brightness, contrast, saturation of
you video, and apply any video effect from old film, gray, emboss, etc. You can even capture
the video images when the video is playing by clicking the camera, and the images will be
automatically saved as JPG format.

MPEG Converter has a super-fast conversion speed, however the output video is quite
brilliant same as the original video! It is suitable for both novice and expert, no need any
previous study, you will it smoothly control it. Free download and have a try, you will find more
surprises! Possessing this MPEG Converter, you will have a wonderful and extensive digital
entertainment life.

Key Functions
 

A smooth player, play almost all popular video files.

Output video format: MPG(MPEG-1, MPEG-2), VOB, MP4(Xvid), AVC(H.264).

Output audio format: M4A, MP3.

Supports video trimming to get your favorite video clip/episode.

Various video and audio settings for you tweak together.

Capture your favorite video pictures and save them as jpeg files.

Intuitive interface, easy to handle.

Super fast conversion speed with high output video quality.
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Free software upgraded and best e-mail technical support.

System Requirements

Os_support :  WinXP,Windows2000,Windows2003   
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